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Abstract
Hadoop an apache product which is an open-source, Java based programming framework is used to support large data
sets in a distributed environment. Hadoop has maximum advantage over scalable and fault-tolerant distributed
processing technologies. Also,(HDFS)Hadoop Distributed File System is highly fault tolerant and used for
applications that have large data sets. Hence HDFS file system using name node, data node and task tracker will
perform distribution of job in Hadoop environment .Since Hadoop has overwhelming advantage in optimizing big
data , we prefer to use Hadoop to analyze large datasets of weather processing.
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Introduction
Today we have several obstacles in handling more servers which results in failures. Many companies are forced to
discard their most essential data because the cost of storing is too high. We all wish that all of our software
transactions occurs seamlessly without defects and the data gets stored in structural and well organized way . Hadoop
with HDFS and MapReduce overcomes these problems and it is designed to continue to work in the face of system
failures and compute large datasets in parallel[9][10].
Hadoop Mapreduce
Hadoop includes MapReduce, a distributed data processing model that runs on large clusters of machines. A Hadoop
Map Reduce job mainly has two user-defined functions: map function and reduce function. The input to Hadoop Map
Reduce job should be of key-value pairs(k, v) and map function is called for each of these pairs[1] [2].
1.JobTracker and TaskTracker:
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There are two types of nodes that control the execution process: a jobtracker and tasktrackers. The jobtracker
coordinates and schedules all task to run on tasktrackers. Tasktrackers in turn sends progress reports to the jobtracker.
If a task fails, the jobtracker can reschedule it on a different tasktracker.The essence of Hadoop map Reduce is that
the users just define map and reduce functions. Hadoop’s framework take care of everything. Hadoop map Reduce
uses the Hadoop Distributed File System to perform I/O performance[3][4].
Architecture
A. Hadoop MapReduce Architecture
MapReduce has two phases: Map phase and Reduce Phase.
1. Prepare Map() input – Map function takes the weather data files as input files and transforms the input into
key/value pairs, processes and generates zero.

Fig. 1 MapReduce Architecture.
2. Partition function – Each map function is allocated to reducer by application’s partition function. The partition
function is given key and number of reducers and returns index.
3.

Reduce function – This function is used to call for unique key in sorted order. Reduce function takes the

intermediate file produced by the map function and adds up the values present in the file to find their sum. After
adding up all the values, it finds the mean value of the value and sends it as a output to the user.
4. Output Writer- The Output Writer writes the output of the Reduce to the stable storage, usually a distributed file
system.
B. HDFS Architecture
A HDFS cluster has two nodes operating in a master-worker pattern: a name node(the master) and a number of data
nodes(workers). A single name node manages file system and all the metadata in directories. The information is
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stored in two files : namespace image and edit log. NameNode executes file system namespace operations like
opening, closing and renaming files and directories. Data node perform block creation, deletion and replication from
NameNode[5][6].
NameNode and DataNode are pieces of software. HDFS is built using java language. The architecture does not
preclude running multiple DataNodes on the same machine but in a real deployment that is rarely the case.

Fig. 2 HDFS Architecture.
The single NameNode simplifies architecture of the system and it is the repository for all HDFS metadata. The
system is designed in such a way that user data never flows through the NameNode. One of the important aspect is
data nodes directly retrieve data. This design allows HDFS to scale large clients in parallel.
Hadoop
Hadoop has powerful features in which few are discussed here[7].
1.Hadoop has the power to add new nodes without changing the clusters(data). A Hadoop cluster can accommodate
more than one node without any difficulty.
2.Since Hadoop is used to store large bytes of data its more affordable when compared to any other servers.
3.Hadoop doesn’t follow norms for structuring data, hence it is flexible to work with. Another importance is multiple
data can be combined in Hadoop, whether it is structured or not. Hadoop can perform map and reduce jobs very
effectively.
4.Hadoop can redirect the data into another location when there is a fault in the given primary node. When one of the
nodes in a cluster fails, the job can be redirected to some other node and hence Hadoop is highly an fault tolerant
system.
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5.Since Hadoop does parallel computing, system is more effective and efficient in terms of deriving the results.
6.Hadoop offers large cluster of local servers to store large amount of data’s.
Hadoop Environment Setup
Running Hadoop on a node requires few additional softwares installed in prior. They are Internet Information
Services(IIS), Visual Studio 2010 service pack 1, Java 6 and above and NetBeans or Eclipse IDE. The operating
system we have used is Windows 7 Home premium. The installation procedure for Hadoop and its prerequisite
softwares are[8] :
1. Initially the IIS has to be installed in the system. Before the installation of IIS the windows features for IIS ought
to be enabled.
2. Following the IIS, the other softwares such as Java, Visual Studio and NetBeans has to be installed.
3. The Microsoft HDInsight Developer Preview and the Hortonworks Data Platform for Windows are installed using
the Microsoft Web Platform Installer. The version of Hadoop we have used for this is Hadoop-1.1.0-SNAPSHOT.
4. Once the Hadoop is installed, the desktop icons of Hadoop Name Node Status, Hadoop MapReduce Status,
Hadoop Command Line and Hadoop Dashboard are created. The Name Node Status shows the status of the name
node, number of live nodes, number of dead nodes, name node logs, HDFS files, Name node storage and cluster
summary. The MapReduce Status gives the MapReduce status, cluster summary, Scheduling Information, job
summary and log files.The Hadoop Command line is used to execute the Hadoop commands and to run and manage
Hadoop MapReduce jobs.The Hadoop DashBoard gives a GUI representation to the Hadoop Interface.
5. If the Hadoop is installed correctly, the Hadoop Name Node status shows the live node as 1.
Data Analysis
The weather data used in this project are based on data exchanged under the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO) World Weather Watch Program. The weather data over 9000 stations' data are collected in hourly basis and
it is given in the datasets for the years 1999 to 2010.
The daily elements included in the dataset (as available from each station) are:
Mean temperature (.1 Fahrenheit) ,Mean dew point (.1 Fahrenheit) ,Mean sea level pressure (.1 mb)
Mean station pressure (.1 mb) ,Mean visibility (.1 miles) ,Mean wind speed (.1 knots) ,Maximum sustained wind
speed (.1 knots),Maximum wind gust (.1 knots),Maximum temperature (.1 Fahrenheit)Minimum temperature (.1
Fahrenheit),Precipitation amount (.01 inches),Snow depth (.1 inches),Indicator for occurrence of: Fog, Rain or
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Drizzle , Snow or Ice Pellets, Hail ,Thunder, Tornado/Funnel Cloud.Using these values, the weather forecasting for
the future years can be done by calculating the mean average temperatures for each day and month for several years.
The sea level pressure, temperatures and other climatic conditions repeat over each year based on the various
climates. So when the average of these values are processed using Hadoop and the values are calculated, it would be
possible to predict the climate conditions for the further years.
Running Mapreduce Programs
The weather dataset has the following structure of data.

Fig. 3 Weather Dataset.
It has all the necessary information to weather forecasting. The data are given in hourly basis for each station which
has the same structure of data.Before running the MapReduce programs, the weather data has to be uploaded to the
HDFS from the local storage. This can be done by executing the Hadoop command, hadoop fs -copyFromLocal
<folder path> <name>.This command is executed in the Hadoop Command Line. To check whether the files has
been uploaded in the HDFS, the Name Node Status can be used. 'Browse the files' option in the Name Node Status is
used to view the contents stored in the Hadoop Distributed File System.

After uploading the file to the HDFS, the

jar file with MapReduce programs can be executed with the input and output file paths using the command,hadoop
jar jarfilename.jar <inputfolderpath> <outputfilename>
The jar can be created using NetBeans or Eclipse IDE based on our own requirement. We have used NetBeans IDE to
create the jar file. When writing our own jar file, the necessary library files has to imported in the program in order
for the program to run without any error or exceptions.

This Hadoop command runs the MapReduce program

and if it executes without a error, the output file is generated with the result of the MapReduce program. The output
can be viewed either by using the commands, >hadoop dfs -cat <outputfilename>/part-r-00000 or the NameNode
Status can be used to view the output. The part-r-00000 file holds the output content as default. This is how a simple
MapReduce program is executed in Hadoop environment.
A. Running Weather MapReduce Program
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The dataset shown in Figure 3 is initially given as a input to a java program to remove the unwanted characters and
data in it. The output produced by the java program is given as the input to the Hadoop. We have initially coded a
java program that would split the MIN column from the weather dataset and save it in the output files. These output
files are uploaded to the HDFS. The uploaded files are shown by the figure 4.

Fig. 4 Input File.
The MapReduce program gets these input files and in map phase the data are mapped into <key, value> pairs. The
MapReduce program has a main class, a mapper class and a reducer class. When the jar file is called the main class
runs which gets the input arguments and the mapper class is invoked here. The mapped input is passed onto the
reducer phase which adds up all the values and calculates its average and writes it to the output file.
Figure 5 shows the execution of MapReduce program to find the average minimum temperature of the weather
datasets. The input and output files has been mentioned in the hadoop command and when the program runs, the jobs
are allotted to the nodes and the map phase runs generating the <key, value> pairs. When the mapping is completed
100% the reduce phase begins. The Average is been found in the reduce phase and the reduced output result is
written into the output record by the output writer function. Since the average is a float variable here, the
FloatWritable method is used in the program. The output is stored in the output folder which has a output file(part-r00000) and the output log details in it.The output folder generated for the calculation of average of minimum
temperature of the weather dataset is shown in figure 6

Fig. 5 Execution of MapReduce Program.
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Fig. 6 Output Folder in HDFS.
The output file part-r-00000 holds the output which is shown in figure 7.
Similarly, the average maximum temperature, sea level pressure, dew point, station pressure, Mean visibility, Mean
wind speed, Maximum sustained wind speed, average maximum wind gust, Precipitation amount and Snow depth
can be calculated the using the Hadoop program.

Fig. 7 MapReduce Output.
Conclusion
Using Hadoop processing of large weather datasets has become simple and when this analysis is done with dynamic
weather datasets, Hadoop can sure be a great tool in prediction of weather.
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